
Merry Christmas from
Tom & Kris Heffron, 2015

Seems like its been more than a year since I last sent out a Christmas message.
We have been kept busy with family and traveling. Just want to give everyone a
brief update on our family since there have been so many changes.

My parents are doing well. At 94 and 91 they have their unfair share of aches
and pains, and they are both using canes now when going out. Mom has problems with painful and 
persistent arthritis in her hands, and dad just keeps pluggin along. Mom cooks dinner most nights, and I
always have to call before stopping over to be sure they are home. Dad still loves to work in the garage 
with his power tools to make things for the house and mom, which gives his doctor fits. This year he 
got fed up with an apricot tree in their yard that wasn't producing, so he cut it down, bit by bit, let the 
gardener grind up the root, and then planted a new tree. Mom's tomatoes are still producing even into 
December. Mine in Branson didn't make it to October.

Eric and Amy with their 2 boys Joey (12) and Andy (10) and girl Nikki (4) still live in West Hills, CA, 
with no job changes. Joey and Andy are doing well in school, provide their parents with lots of 
opportunities to 'parent', are involved with soccer and baseball, and other fun stuff. Nikki is in 
preschool, and has found her niche in gymnastics – not so strange since she has been climbing, jumping
and generally running around since she could ambulate. She is still tiny for a 4 year old, but very strong
and agile.  Dave and Heidi have had a difficult year. He found himself layed off early in the year, and 
spent several months finding a new position, that new position being in Cleveland, Ohio working for 
Phillips Corp. in their health care end of business. Therefore, he and Heidi along with Alyssa (22) and 
Bethany (16) packed up and moved to Novelty, just outside of Cleveland. Alyssa enrolled in the local 
college and is involved with the campus radio station doing an on-air program for an hour each week, 
and she found a job, so she is a very busy young lady. Bethany is in high school and involved with the 
soccer team and has joined the swim team for the winter. Bethany has also learned how to drive their 
new small tractor/mower/snow remover, and is having fun navigating the yard. Heidi is preparing to be 
a school bus driver. Tina (24) with her 2 kids Riley (3) and Gavin (2) decided to stay in Texas, and they
are doing fine. She has a new special man in her life, works and has the kids in day care. They are 
growing so fast its hard to keep up with them. With the kids and family scattered, we find we miss them
all, all the time, and spend our time on the phone, in the car or on a plane, visiting.

When not visiting with family, we are doing a lot of personal travelling. Last year we finally got to visit
some of the Greek islands, and had a fantastic time seeing the ancient ruins and the islands. We 
thoroughly enjoyed seeing Athens, Mykonos and Corfu, and loved seeing Santorini, and spent some 
peaceful time wandering the streets and canals of Venice. The cruise we took stopped in Turkey (where 
we visited Ephesus), Montenegro, Dubrovnik (Croatia) and of course Italy. Lots of beautiful 
countrysides, sunny days, and peaceful smooth sailing. This year we took another bucket list trip 
though the Panama Canal. Along the way we stopped at several ports along the Mexican coast, visited 
Guatemala, Costa Rica and went through the Panama Canal – all the way through!!  We made a one 
day stop in Cartagena, Colombia in South America. The cruise ended in San Juan, Pueto Rico, which, 
as a US Territory, is where we cleared customs. I was so not expecting that and the ease of returning to 
the US was fantastic – so good to be back home in the states. The Panama Canal is all that I expected, a
marvel of engineering and US ingenuity and problem solving. What a wonderful treasure we provided 
for the world.

We are still square dancing (though not so much as before), and we have to travel to dance the higher 



levels, and our golf is improving as we spend many hours chasing balls on the course. Tom used to play
bridge, and I have started taking lessons so we can try playing together.  He still likes working with 
computer programming and is tinkering with some web sites. I'm doing some tinkering with some quilt 
making – nothing grand. Keeping two houses up and running takes time and effort, but we do enjoy 
having a familiar place to go when we visit CA and our family there.  I included some pictures of 
family for those who remember our kids, and some of our favorite places we visited. So many of our 
friends have moved away from where we first met, and Christmas letters are often the best way to keep 
in touch. We miss you all, and hope you are having wonderful experiences wherever you are. 

Merry Christmas from the wandering Heffrons,

Tom & Kris

Guatemala:

  High School girls in local festival
parade. 

Taxi for hire.                                                    Tom with Coffee Bean Plant

San Juan, San Juan Puerto Rico

  San Juan, Puerto Rico fort, defending the coastline up to and including during WWII, and the US flag 
on the wall by the ocean with all the Puerto Rico local community banners.



Panama Canal – some interesting sites while going through the canal.

Entering the first lock set., South
(Pacific) end.  See our ship shadow!
                                                                    The ship ahead of us exiting the North end to the 

Caribbean/Atlantic Ocean

Entering the 'exiting lock' on the north end of the canal, and finally exiting out to the 
Caribbean/Atlantic Ocean.



Heffron Family pictures:

Tina from last Christmas, Riley and Gavin in their photographer made pictures (give credit where due).

Dave & Heidi on recent trip to Sweden Alyssa, last Christmas Bethany in local Texas attire

 Amy, Andy, Joey, Kris, Tom, Eric. 

Dad, Nikki, Mom (this Thanksgiving, 2015)

 Joey, Nikki and Andy 
having fun


